Company Overview
Core competencies: development of bioprocessing
technologies and cell therapy manufacturing

Accelerating Access to
Life-Saving Cell Therapies

Founded in 2019; privately held
Advisory board: Carl June, MD; Megan (Suhoski) Davis, PhD;
Timothy Moore; Ezekiel J. Emanuel, MD, PhD; Rod Rietze, PhD
State-of-the-art facilities located in South San Francisco, CA

Cellares is creating the future of cell therapy manufacturing.
The company is developing a one-of-a-kind solution to overcome
the limitations associated with manufacturing so cell therapies
are more affordable and widely available to patients in need.
Cellares is building this next-generation manufacturing platform
to enable closed, automated, and truly scalable manufacturing
of cell therapies.

$18M Series A led by Eclipse Ventures with support from 8VC and
EcoR1 Capital
$82M Series B led by new investor Decheng Capital and co-led by
existing investor Eclipse Ventures. Skyviews Life Science joined as
a new investor, with previous investor 8VC also participating.
Early Access Partnership Program participants include Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, PACT Pharma and
Poseida Therapeutics

The Promise & Current Limitations
of Cell Therapy

Flexible & Scalable
Cell Therapy Manufacturing Solution

Cell therapy, which is designed to boost the immune response,
represents a revolution in cancer treatment, especially for certain
types of hematologic malignancies, as opposed to traditional
cancer treatments such as chemotherapy and radiation.

The Cell Shuttle is a closed and automated end-to-end
manufacturing solution that is ﬂexible and scalable, enabling
customers to run precisely the processes which deﬁne their
cell therapy.

Despite the demonstrated beneﬁts of currently approved cell
therapies, they have substantial limitations—particularly
pertaining to the manufacturing process.

Compared to current manual manufacturing processes the
Cell Shuttle provides:
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